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If you are in the market for
a new Police RMS, then
you probably know how
confusing and potentially
expensive this decision
can be. With over 30 years
of in house programming
experience designing
software, our goal was to
design a R.M.S. system
that is easy to use and
learn, highly efficient, and
affordable for even the
smallest department!
Quick-PD Records Management Software is designed for even the most
novice of computer users. Our intuitive screens enables agencies to train
quickly and effectively.
The job is hard enough. The paperwork should be easy. And with Quick-PD
Records Management Software, it is.
Scan the Drivers License in the
cruisers, instantly creating the
ticket in QuickPD.
Upload the ticket, with the
correct balance, to our webserver so that the violator may
pay it with out ever having to
call your office! Or the tickets
may be exported to Quick-Court
for your Court to process.
Download paid ticket
information electronically and
post to the ticket that was paid.
Easily track and report on paid
and unpaid tickets. System will
auto disperse payments and
track which agency/department
gets how much money.

Court Dockets are easily generated
for each court date.
System will print Drivers License
Suspension Letter, Drivers Revocation
and Warrants. Every Violator has their
own Ledger.
Easily create new Incidents/Cases
utilizing shared Master records and
drop down boxes. Fact is, our clients
tell us that they can create a new
Incident in Quick-PD in half of the
time it takes in LEMIS! Time is money!
Complete Narratives quickly and
accurately, using the built in spell
check. May be forwarded for review,
easily add a Supplemental Report, and may be locked when completed.
Cases may be sent to the Criminal Investigations Department and assigned
to a detective and easily tracked. The case will be removed from the C.I.D.
queue, when it is marked completed.
Attach pictures, video’s, and documents to each Incident/Case.
Property Room Module: Complete property and evidence records, chain of
custody and check-in and check-out logs
UCR reporting is accurate and effortless with Quick-PD!

When you call your current software provider for support, do you get an
answering machine or call center?

We will be happy to furnish a long list of references from our many satisfied clients.
Some of the City Courts currently using Quick-Court:
Vinton, Sulphur, Westlake, Natcitoches, Oakdale, Jennings, Crowley, Eunice, Bogalouse, Winnsboro, Scott,
Robeline, Marksville and Deridder
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